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Abstract: In this paper we bring together the burgeoning qualitative literature on the socializing influence of residential colleges; the predominantly survey-based literature on campus racial climate; and the literature on diversity work in organizations, to analyze how two elite universities’ approaches to diversity shape students’ experiences with and feelings about diversity. We employ 77 in-depth interviews with undergraduates at two elite universities, and find that while the universities appear comparable on measures of student demographics and overall diversity infrastructure, they take different approaches. These varying approaches lead to important differences in student perspectives. At the university that takes a power analysis and minority support approach, students who participate in minority-oriented activities develop a critical race theory perspective, while their white and non-participating minority peers frequently feel alienated from that programming. At the university that takes an integration and celebration approach, most students embrace a cosmopolitan perspective, celebrating diversity while paying less attention to power and resource differences between racial groups. The findings suggest that higher education institutions can influence the race frames of students as well as their approaches to multiculturalism, with implications for their views on a variety of important diversity-related issues on campus and beyond.
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Educational institutions have profound influence over youth well beyond academic teaching. From gender and sexuality norms (Armstrong and Hamilton, 2013; Pascoe, 2007; Thorne, 1993) to styles of political protest (Binder and Wood, 2003), to defining acceptable ways of talking about race (Chase, 2010; Pollock, 2004), to race relations and the cultural meaning of racial identities (Carter, 2012; Tyson, 2011; Warikoo, 2010), schools and universities play a socializing role. Still, while research on the social influence of K12 education abounds, much of this work in higher education has been done by journalists (see Douthat, 2005; Kadison, and DiGeronimo, 2004; Seaman, 2007); or by education scholars with an eye toward specific questions of practice. Much less has been written in the domain of social life in higher education from a sociological perspective (Stevens et al., 2008; for some notable exceptions, see Armstrong and Hamilton, 2013; Binder and Wood, 2013; Nathan, 2005).

In this paper we bring together the burgeoning sociological literature on the socializing influence of residential colleges and the predominantly survey-based literature on campus racial climate to analyze how elite university campuses influence their students’ experiences with and perspectives on diversity. We hone in on university “cultures of diversity” because in the United States diversity plays a key role in undergraduates’ lives, affecting everything from admissions decisions, to where students are housed, to how universities are evaluated (Stevens and Roksa, 2011). We focus on elite institutions in particular because of their contemporary and historical
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4 See for example the literature on campus racial climate, which is a rich field that evaluates how specific university practices impact intergroup and interpersonal relations on campus.

5 When we write of diversity we mean *racial* diversity. We focus on racial diversity because of its historically strong influence on elite university campuses in the United States and much of the campus discourse on diversity overall has been shaped by concerns about racial diversity.
focus on fostering racially diverse campuses. Given the broad infrastructure that exists around diversity at most elite U.S. college campuses, we ask: how does this programming affect student experiences with and perspectives on race and diversity?

Through a comparison of undergraduate perspectives at two elite universities, we show that embedded in university practices and policies related to diversity are important decisions that shape student understandings of diversity on campus as well as in society. We identify two potentially conflicting approaches: (1) a power analysis and minority support approach; and (2) an integration and celebration approach. When a university takes a power analysis and minority support approach, minority students active in diversity programming on campus feel empowered by an understanding of privilege, power, and the historical roots of oppression in society, while many white students and some minority students feel alienated from diversity-related campus programming. This approach resonates with a critical race theory approach to education, in that it unpacks for participants how seemingly race-neutral policies can promote racial inequality, and in its recognition of power differences between race groups as a primary focus (Gillborn, 2006; Ladson-Billings and Tate IV, 1995). On the other hand, when a university takes an integration and celebration approach most students feel satisfied with their individual experiences with diversity, yet do not question the power differences between groups in society and the historical roots of enduring racial inequality in American society. This approach resonates with a cosmopolitan approach to civic life and diversity, which emphasizes individual choice amidst a plethora of (ethnic) group identity cultures that an individual might draw from—but only if he or she chooses to do so (Appiah, 2006). Further, varying levels of participation—and whether or not participation is mandatory or voluntary—have implications for student perspectives and race relations on campus.
Campus Racial Climate

Harper and Hurtado (2007), in a review of research on campus racial climate, list “benefits associated with campus climates that facilitate cross-racial engagement” (p. 9) as one of three key areas of campus racial climate research. This field developed in part in response to the Bakke (1978) U.S. Supreme Court decision, which allowed for race-based affirmative action in college admissions if it is narrowly tailored and meets a compelling state interest—in this case, a diverse student body that can lead to expanded world views among all students. The decision led scholars to investigate just how a diverse student body might impact the college experience. This literature mostly takes an individual-level, quantitative approach, mapping the relationships between: (1) the number of minority students on campus; (2) interactions between students of different backgrounds; (3) institutional supports for diversity; and (4) academic, social, and attitudinal outcomes.

This body of work generally finds that there are academic and civic benefits to campus racial diversity, showing that cross-racial interactions are associated with increased interest in promoting racial understanding and increased self-reported intellectual abilities and abilities to get along with other race groups (Espenshade et al., 2009; Gurin et al., 2002; Milem et al., 2005; Sidanius et al., 2008). Beyond informal interactions, participation in diversity-related campus workshops and course content, such as courses in African American Studies or Ethnic Studies, are correlated with positive learning outcomes and increased engagement with racial issues (Gurin et al., 2002; Hurtado, 2005).

Some studies have analyzed these relationships at the institutional level to understand how campus-wide cultures, demographics, and organizational structures might influence students. For example, Chang and his colleagues (2006) find that attending a university with
overall higher levels of cross-racial interaction is associated with more openness to diversity and self-confidence among individual students (see also Pike et al., 2007). Umbach and Kuh (2006) find that students attending liberal arts colleges are more likely to participate in diversity-related activities compared to students at other types of colleges and universities, and they feel more understanding of peers from other backgrounds.

While the above studies are important and insightful in mapping broad patterns of the impact of diversity on individuals and on aggregate among the student body, they are not able to discern how particular institutional policies and practices influence students. In other words, beyond these numbers lie complex underpinnings of the influence of diversity on campus. In order to address the mechanisms of diversity work’s influence on students, we turn next to the literature on the socializing influence of residential universities, and to the literature on organizational practices around diversity.

Organizations as Purveyors of Cultures of Diversity

To help us conceptualize our study of how universities shape student experiences with and views on diversity, we turned to the burgeoning contemporary literature on the socializing influence of higher education. A growing literature demonstrates the importance of understanding higher education institutions as organizations and purveyors of culture, whether related to pathways to success or blocked mobility (Armstrong and Hamilton, 2013), styles of political protest (Binder and Wood, 2013), or understandings of race (Morning, 2011). Scholars in this small but growing field identify university cultures as well as concrete practices related to admissions, housing, and social life as influences on students’ cultural outlooks (Armstrong and Hamilton, 2013; Binder and Wood, 2013; Stevens, 2007; Stuber, 2011). Still, Stevens and his colleagues (2008), in a review of The Sociology of Higher Education, point out that despite
colleges being a key site of socialization for young adults, especially residential campuses, sociological analyses of the “experiential core of college life” are few. We contribute to this growing field by analyzing the influence of campus diversity work on students.

Other researchers have addressed the influence of diversity-related work in other kinds of organizations, such as primary and secondary schools (see Lewis, 2003; Perry, 2002; Pollock, 2004; Valenzuela, 1999); corporations (see Kalev et al., 2006); civic organizations (see Eliasoph, 1999); and diversity-trainer training (see Voyer, 2011). None of these studies, however, addresses institutional settings that systematically highlight structural racism and inequality, and only Voyer (2011) studies a context with an explicit multicultural approach.

Residential higher education—especially elite higher education—is unique among institutional settings because of the history of race-related student protest, which led to myriad changes starting in the 1960s. Elite universities were the institutional home of the New Left during the 1960s, leading to the significant diversity-related infrastructure that endures today. Student activists demanded increased numbers of black students on campus, campus centers for minority students, orientation programs for incoming minority students, changes in the curriculum, including departments for African American Studies, and more (Reuben, 2001). These institutional changes continue to influence the student experience today. (For details on the historical development of this infrastructure see Chen, 2000; Lipson, 2007; Reuben, 2001; Rojas, 2007). Today, elite private universities practice race-based affirmative action in admissions, most have a department or center for African American Studies, and many have campus centers and orientation programming related to racial diversity. More recently there has been a proliferation of administrative offices in higher education dedicated to diversity or multicultural affairs (Banerji, 2005).
In what follows we analyze how university approaches to diversity shape student perspectives. Seemingly similar campuses and diversity-related practices can have significantly different impact on students. We show on a micro level how educational institutions can take different approaches to multiculturalism within the same national context, with important consequences for students’ outlooks on diversity.

Research Settings and Historical Context

In *The Distinctive College* Clark (1970) outlines a historical process of colleges developing organizational identities unique to each campus; while simultaneously those identities often share elements with similar colleges (see also Pedersen and Dobbin, 2006). Similarly, Powers University and Harmony University⁶ are embedded in a national context that drives institutional isomorphism, especially among elite universities. During the 1960s and beyond both Powers and Harmony developed a campus diversity infrastructure in response to student protests and to maintain a sense of moral legitimacy during turbulent times. Simultaneously, the universities have taken somewhat distinct paths in the development of that infrastructure.

Powers and Harmony share much in common with each other as well as with other elite U.S. universities, which informed our decision to select them as the sites of our research. During the 1960s, students at elite universities across the United States engaged in social protest over diversity, making demands for, among other things, increased affirmative action, minority student centers, departments of African American Studies, and more (Chen, 2000; Stulberg and
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⁶ Pseudonyms are used for both universities, accompanying institutional programming and structures, and student participants. Additionally statistics are obscured, as are quotes from official university documentation. Though, all intended meaning is maintained.
Chen, 2014; Rojas, 2007). More recently, elite U.S. universities seek to attract remarkably similar student bodies in terms of (1) racial and geographic diversity, (2) academic achievement, and (3) extracurricular activities (Karabel, 2005; Stevens, 2007). As a result, both Powers and Harmony have practiced race-based affirmative action since the 1960s. Six to eight percent of students at both universities identify as black; 6-9% identify as Latino; and 11%-16% identify as Asian or Asian American. Additionally, both universities established programs in Afro-American Studies in the late 1960s. In terms of financial aid, just over 60% of Harmony undergraduates receive need-based financial aid, as do close to half of Powers undergraduates. Lastly, in the past 10 years both universities created central university positions to address diversity, akin to the position of Chief Diversity Officer. Still, despite these similarities, which are a result of institutional isomorphism, the universities hold unique cultures of diversity. Overall, Powers takes an approach that prioritizes the needs of minority students and promotes a critical understanding of race and ethnicity in society, and Harmony takes a more integrationist approach. We outline these differences in more detail next.

**Powers University: A History of Activism and Administrative Response**

A group of diversity-related institutions were established at Powers University during the late 1960s and early 1970s. First, in response to student protests Powers instituted a voluntary orientation program for students of color, now called the Global South Pre-orientation Program (GSPP). Soon after, the Student of Color Peer Counseling (SCPC) Program was established, placing counselors trained in issues of racial diversity in all freshman residential halls. After SCPC was established, Powers’s Center for the Global South (CGS) opened its doors, again in response to student protests. Later, in the mid-1990s, Powers was an early East Coast adopter of the Ethnic Studies major.
These institutions remain at the core of diversity work on Powers’s campus. Today there are more than twenty SCPCs who organize GSPP for over 200 incoming students every year. These institutions continue to focus on the needs of minority students. According to the Center for the Global South, GSPP’s current mission is to “orient first-year students to campus resources and support services at Powers, and [to] challenge them to explore systems of oppression that are present in the United States even today.” The CGS lists four aspects of its mission, the first two of which are to serve the needs of racial minority students and to facilitate their social impact. These programs have had lasting impact today. In terms of student housing, Powers offers themed houses that students can elect to live in, including houses oriented toward African culture and Hispanic culture.

Harmony University: A History of Emphasizing Racial Integration

Historically Harmony has approached race relations from an integrationist perspective, making decisions that emphasize improving race relations between blacks and whites and foregrounding the goal of inter-cultural understanding over support for and solidarity among minority students. In terms of a campus center on diversity, the Harmony Bureau for Cross-racial Understanding was established in the early 1980s by the university president. Although Harmony minority student protesters had repeatedly demanded a minority-run center focusing specifically on the oppression of minority students, the university’s administration feared signaling segregation rather than an integration mission. Today the Harmony Bureau’s mandate is to “improve understanding and relations among racial and ethnic groups at Harmony in order to enhance the quality of our shared life.” Furthermore, the Bureau’s mission statement notes that it sponsors regular programs and activities that are aimed at “promoting intercultural and cross-racial understanding and awareness in the university community.” The mission goes on to
highlight “the cultural contributions of students from all backgrounds.” In addition to other activities, the Harmony Bureau organizes residential life programming and support around cross-cultural awareness.

In terms of first-year orientation, Harmony students are required to participate in “Community Talk,” a small-group discussion on racial and class diversity. Community Talk is mandatory for first-year students and is held during freshman orientation. There is no separate orientation for minority students analogous to Powers’s GSPP.

In contrast to Powers’s ethnic-themed housing options, Harmony switched its housing policy in the early 2000s from one in which students were assigned to dormitories based on preference to random housing assignments. The switch to randomized housing assignments came on the heels of perceptions of racial segregation on Harmony’s campus. Thus, the change was intended to promote racial diversity in Harmony’s dorms. One dean has said that randomized housing “is a good example of an [administrative] policy that supports [the university’s] value of diversity.” Harmony administrators also deliberately craft diverse freshmen rooms and suites through a complex matching process. Finally, in terms of course offerings, in the early 2010s Ethnic Studies was established as a minor at Harmony.

Overall, Harmony focuses on supporting racial integration, with less emphasis on providing minority students separate spaces to develop racial identities and consider racial oppression. On the other hand, the portrait above shows the significant emphasis that Powers University places on supporting minority students and their racial and ethnic identities, by providing opportunities to develop in-group solidarity and to confront racial oppression. We call Harmony’s an integration and celebration approach and Powers’s a power analysis and minority support approach. Our analysis reveals how the different approaches of Powers and Harmony
impact student experiences and perspectives. Students at Harmony expressed more satisfaction with campus diversity and less critique of systemic issues of inequality. Students at Powers active in diversity programming developed in-group solidarity and discursive tools to confront racial inequality, while their peers who did not participate—mostly white students and some students of color—expressed dissatisfaction and disagreement with the racial separation they perceived.

**Methods**

The findings presented in this paper emerged from a larger study of undergraduates at elite universities and their understandings of merit, inequality, and diversity. In this paper we employ 77, one-on-one, in-depth interviews with undergraduates attending Powers University and Harmony University. Interviews were a particularly apt tool in our research, which is concerned with understanding the meaning students make of their experiences with campus diversity (see Seidman, 2006). Further, the qualitative and comparative approach we took to conducting this work contributes a deeper understanding of the influences on students’ perspectives as well as the complexity of those perspectives on diversity than is possible with survey data.

All but two students interviewed were in their second year or later (the remaining two were second-semester freshmen), to ensure they had ample campus experiences to draw upon. Interviews lasted one to three hours, with an average of 120 minutes. Students were paid $20 for their participation. At both sites 23 white students and 15-16 students of color were interviewed. Among the 31 students of color, 17 were black, Latino, or Native American, and 14 were Asian. All participants were U.S.-born or arrived to the United States before age six. In this paper we focus on student responses to questions about campus life in order to identify student
perspectives on campus diversity and the experiences that shape those perspectives.

Students were recruited through emails to 16 residential halls at Powers (approximately 400 students) and to one residential house at Harmony (350 to 500 students) to which students are randomly assigned. The recruiting email indicated that the project compares the university experiences of students at elite universities in the U.S. and Britain, with an emphasis on issues related to diversity. All eligible students who responded to the recruitment email were included in the study. After being interviewed students were asked to pass along our details to acquaintances living in the same dorm. White men were slightly underrepresented in our original sample; we consequently sent a message specifically requesting white men to sign up, which was a successful strategy for broadening our pool. We compared pre-interview survey responses to available data on the student bodies at Powers and Harmony related to field of study, type of high school attended (private, parochial, or public), and parental education, and found percentages to be similar. This bolstered our confidence that overall our interview respondents did not differ from their peers on campus in fundamental ways. Still, while our recruitment techniques did attempt to capture a diverse range of student perspectives, we want to emphasize that our sampling is not meant to be a stratified or random sample.

Two minority doctoral students interviewed students of color (one on each campus), and a white doctoral student interviewed all white students, with the belief being that student participants would be likelier to share their views on race and diversity with an interviewer with whom they felt a shared sense of background (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995). All interviews were conducted in 2010 and early 2011. We analyzed interview transcripts using ATLASI

7Residential halls did not include ethnic- or race-themed halls, nor residential fraternities or sororities, in order to maximize the variation among students’ perspectives we include.
coding data for repeated words, references, and themes (Charmaz, 2006; Lofland and Lofland, 1995). Campus diversity centers and diversity-related orientation events came up repeatedly across the interviews when students discussed the impact of diversity on campus life and thus formed the basis for the inquiry presented in this paper.

**Findings: Student Voices on Institutions of Diversity in Elite Higher Education**

We found that 83% of students at both universities overall describe diversity favorably. The data confirm that diversity is very much a part of the elite university curriculum in the United States (see also Stevens, 2007). This similarity between Powers and Harmony contrasts sharply with Author 1’s (n.d.) findings in Britain at a similarly elite university, where there was much less talk of diversity, either positively or negatively. One Harmony student, a senior social science major, in fact claimed that “diversity is the *essence* of Harmony life,” adding,

> Every day here is just about, like, millions of activities by different groups. I think [Harmony] is the place where cultures are always coming together and people are…doing things with their own culture but also exposing everyone else at Harmony to it.

Indeed, over 80% of students on both campuses told us they had attended a diversity-related event on campus, whether required or voluntary. If not confirming the value placed on diversity, the frequent attendance at diversity-related events at least demonstrates the prevalence of and student interest in diversity-related programming.

Further, many students at both universities explicitly described increased acceptance of and value for diversity and multiculturalism through their campus experiences. For example, James, a white junior majoring in the social sciences at Powers, noted,

> Coming here, I have a lot more respect for multiculturalism. As far as diversity goes, like when people said, “Powers has a lot of diversity,” I didn’t really care about that. I
[thought it was] just a college. And since I’ve been here, I think it’s really important. During his interview James highlighted his two college summers spent abroad as well as his roommate group, comprised of both white and Asian students, as influencing his view. He also attended a CGS workshop, “White Allies,” in which he discussed “notion[s] of whiteness.” This workshop helped inform James’ views on what it means to be white in U.S. society and prompted him to call for more opportunities for students to engage in similar conversations across different racial groups.

Diversity is also seen to be very much a part of the learning process at both universities. The educational value of diversity is the sole argument for affirmative action that has been repeatedly upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court (Grutter v. Bollinger et al., 2003; Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, 1978). Students believed in the educational value of diversity and used that frame\(^8\) frequently. When asked how diversity has enhanced life at Powers, James, the junior quoted above, shared a perspective that resonated with many of his colleagues’ responses: “You get a lot of different viewpoints.” One Harmony student, Thomas, a white sophomore science major, reported that “diversity is really how you learn here. I mean, you can take as many classes as you want but your peers are your best teachers.” In terms of classes, just over one-third of students on both campuses specifically took classes in African American/Pan-

---

\(^8\) Small and his colleagues (2010) define cultural frames as lenses “through which we observe and interpret life…A frame structures how we interpret events and therefore how we react to them,” (pp. 14-15). Frames impact the interpretation of social phenomena, by making certain aspects prominent and obscuring others.
African Studies or Ethnic Studies.⁹ Hence, students at both universities expressed positive associations with diversity on campus in a general sense, and in particular noted benefits from the variety of voices that diversity brings to their classrooms and social conversations at college.

Still, we found many stark differences in the experiences of students on each campus. Whereas diversity is seen to have intrinsic personal and educational value across our participants, what they understood valuing diversity to mean turned out to be very different, and these different meanings corresponded to campus structures put in place to institutionalize diversity-related work. In the next section we report on differences in two particular aspects of campus life—orientation events on diversity, and campus centers for diversity—and the impact of these differences on students’ experiences with and understandings of diversity. We focus on orientation events and campus centers rather than, for example, coursework in Ethnic or African American Studies, because these are areas driven largely by the university administration as a whole rather than individual faculty or academic disciplinary trends. This allows us to unpack the overall influence of the different approaches to diversity on students, aside from particular courses or non-university experiences.

**Diversity Training at Orientation and Beyond**

Both Powers and Harmony host freshman orientation events around diversity, a finding which emerged from an interview question asking students if they had attended any diversity-related workshops on campus. Powers hosts a separate, voluntary half-week “Global South Pre-orientation Program” (GSPP) that is open to all students but is attended primarily by students of

---

⁹ Similarly, Espenshade and his colleagues (2009) found that 40% of students attending eight of the top colleges/universities in the United States have taken at least one course in African American, Asian American, or Latino studies (p. 178).
color, with approximately 10% of entering students of color along with a handful of white students attending GSPP every year, while all Harmony students are required to participate in a 90-minute “Community Talk” during freshman orientation. Though the programs are sponsored by their respective universities in order to address issues of campus diversity, Community Talk and GSPP were viewed quite differently by students. While GSPP participants usually experienced profound personal developments and gained deeper understandings of the world, non-participating students expressed strong concerns that GSPP separates students of color from white students from the outset of their college experience. Community Talks at Harmony, on the other hand, were less polarizing among our study participants, perhaps because they were mandatory for all students. However, many students reported Community Talks to have a limited impact on their views or in forging meaningful relationships or discussions among students of different backgrounds.

Global South Pre-orientation Program (GSPP) at Powers University: Influential, yet Polarizing

GSPP focuses not only on student support, but also, according to the program’s informational materials, on “systems of oppression that exist in our society…[such as] racism, classism, sexism, and heterosexism.” The program maintains a particular focus on communities of color at Powers, but also emphasizes coming together across difference as a goal and outcome of GSPP. GSPP informational materials state that “through examining problems that divide our society, [GSPP aims to] break down barriers that separate us with the goal of building understanding and community.” Through its emphasis on power and inequality, GSPP promotes a social justice frame for understanding race in society. A social justice frame, employing the analytical tools of critical race theory, recognizes the power differences between race groups in society, and it emphasizes the ways that power operates through racial inequality (see also
Five of our seven respondents who had attended GSPP praised it enthusiastically.\textsuperscript{10} These students reported that GSPP gave them a vocabulary to discuss societal ills and allowed them to make a diverse group of friends because of the pan-ethnic nature of the program. For Nisha, a South Asian junior who was majoring in social sciences, GSPP presented the first time she had been invited to think critically about social inequality and oppression. Nisha said, “…if you have never been presented with all these ideas of colonialism and imperialism, and how they affect you, and you’re suddenly like, whoa! [laughs] Here I was just chilling and going to college, and all of a sudden, my worldview is rocked.” Though Nisha did say the GSPP experience can be “overwhelming,” she also noted that she “loves” having had the opportunity to engage with these issues.

Even students who had spent time before college engaged in discussing or otherwise thinking about the issues covered at GSPP found the experience illuminating. Ekene, a self-identified black and multi-racial, senior social science major, said the experience was “life changing.” She explained that talking about “racism classism, sexism, heterosexism, homophobia, imperialism” at GSPP helped her develop a vocabulary for discussing racism, …Race is something I’ve thought about a lot and that’s been really important to me throughout my life, but coming to GSPP…gave me a vocabulary to talk about it, and that was key… It really, like, concretely explained the difference between interpersonal racism and institutional racism…It just all started to click and make sense.

\textsuperscript{10} One of the two dissenters was a white student who expressed ambivalence about the valorization—as he perceived it—of oppression at TWTP. The other was a black student who felt TWTP fostered segregation and focused too much on racism rather than integration.
Ekene also found these discussions to support community building. She explained,

   The other [important] piece, I think, was that [GSPP] was led by students and it was in
   the context of forming real connections with people...We’re not just talking about these
   issues, but we’re trying to build a community.

Jessica, a Latina social science major, shared this view, describing her experience with GSPP, “I went through GSPP…so that’s where I met most of my friends. They’re people from all over…All different races, cultures, ethnicities, and we’re all friends.” Interestingly, althoughJessica points to her experience with making friends of diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds at GSPP, many white students criticized GSPP for segregating the campus and preventing them from entering friendships with students of color who, they assumed, already formed their friendships during GSPP. This demonstrates a key difference in understanding diversity between participants and non-participants. Non-participants, especially those who are white, viewed groups of students of color as homogenous or self-segregating, while minority participants themselves viewed the pan-minority program as diverse and a means toward coalition-building across racial lines.

   Overall, then, GSPP takes an uncommon approach to diversity training. Voyer (2011) finds that most corporate and non-profit diversity training emphasizes intercultural sensitivity at an individual level, ignoring institutionalized privilege and inequality in society. In contrast, GSPP addresses both interpersonal as well as institutionalized power and resource differences between groups in society, which reorients the worldviews of many participants in transformative ways. It thus leads many participants to a social justice frame.

   In contrast to the praise, many non-participants critiqued GSPP. Overall, 38% of white students (including one respondent who attended GSPP) and one-third of students of color
(including one attendee) expressed critiques of the program. There were two consistent critiques of GSPP among Powers students of all racial backgrounds: (1) it creates divisions between students of color and white students, because white students are thought to be excluded\textsuperscript{11}, and (2) GSPP inappropriately assumes commonality among students simply because of a shared minority background. There were a number of other concerns that weren’t shared as widely across students, including that GSPP leads to a sentiment on campus that feeling oppressed is “cool,” akin to a status marker, and that its focus on race is misdirected. While GSPP was recognized by many students as a university-sponsored “diversity workshop” experience, many also spoke about GSPP in response to the interview question “Do students of different ethnic and racial backgrounds at Powers mix, in general?” and follow up questions about the extent to which groups “self-segregate.”

By far the biggest concern across Powers students was that GSPP created racial divisions among students. This critique had less to do with the structure and topic of the GSPP workshops and more to do with whom the students perceived to be the target audience of and participants in GSPP. There was a sense from many white Powers students that GSPP deprived them of potential friendships with their peers of color. One white sophomore, Jeff, a math major, explained this concern in detail,

\begin{quote}
I have a lot of problems with [GSPP] because again it assumes that people have more in common…with…people who have the same skin color as them, and people who have the same background. Powers sends invitations to anyone who like checked off a non-white box in the right section of the application. So…it has a really real effect of creating fault lines across races in the university...It makes it so that all the students who went to
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{11} This is a misperception. White students are not barred from participation.
Beyond the Numbers,

[GSPP] got to know each other a week before anyone else came to campus. So when most people come onto campus, the rest of the Powers student body… these people already have a friend group...Those groups have persisted even into sophomore year. Jeff acknowledges that “everyone’s welcome [at GSPP]. But…there very rarely are Caucasian people who go to GSPP.” Hence, while GSPP participants saw the program as supporting cross-racial alliances, non-participants saw it precisely as the opposite. For participants the racial boundaries emphasized were between minority groups, while for non-participants the boundary emphasized was minority-white. Present in Jeff’s view—exceedingly common among the white students interviewed at Powers—is the underlying notion that friendships with students of color are a university resource that white students are unfairly deprived of given the university-sponsored GSPP.

The critiques of GSPP were not limited to white students. Kelly, an Asian American junior who was majoring in humanities and did not attend GSPP, called GSPP and similar programs “polarizing.” She noted, GSPP is

…mostly for people who are non-white to come and discuss racial issues. I didn’t attend, but I have heard that it’s more like discussing the white problem… I am friends with a lot of people who’ve done this program and…just because it starts before school officially starts, so it’s kind of like, it’s building your community of friends and your network—your relationships—before you get to interact with white people at Powers.

In Kelly’s view GSPP led to problematic separation between students of color and white students at the start of their college careers. Kelly believed that the focus of university sponsored programs meant to “maintain…community” and “promoting diversity” should instead focus on
“accepting” rather than “promoting” diversity.\textsuperscript{12}

Student reactions suggest a polarizing effect of GSPP, whereby most attendees—mostly students of color—experienced profound, life-changing experiences, while many non-attendees, both students of color and white students, held critical views of the program and viewed it as a source for campus division along racial lines. Those who appreciated the program described the vocabulary, recognition of disadvantaged status and multi-racial community that develops through the program, as well as GSPP’s significant impact on their worldviews. On the other hand, critics resented the campus division between students of color and white students that they perceived to be a result of students of color forming their friendships among each other at GSPP prior to white students’ arrival on campus. Powers’s power analysis and minority support approach empowered minority students who underwent its training through a social justice race frame—initiated through GSPP—while it alienated some non-participants, who were predominantly white students on campus, perhaps because of its implicit need for minority-only discussions as well as its emphasis on oppression and power differences, which highlights white privilege and hence might incite white guilt.

\textit{Community Talks at Harmony: Limited Impact}

Harmony’s Community Talks are mandatory 90-minute discussions for all incoming

\textsuperscript{12}Asian Americans in elite higher education share some experiences with white students, and others with their black and Latino peers. For example, while the GSPP and CGS include Asian Americans in the racial minority experience, fostering a pan-minority identity, discussions about admissions to elite universities note the possibility of an “Asian penalty,” given that Asian American students have higher average SAT scores than their white, black, and Latino peers at elite universities (Espenshade et al., 2009).
students, facilitated by a variety of faculty members, administrators, and staff. The university describes the goal of the discussions as a vehicle to build a cohesive and inclusive community in addition to promoting conversations about diversity. Although in preparation for the discussions students are asked to engage with issues related to diversity by reading provocative pieces by authors such as Beverly Daniel Tatum, respondents who brought up Community Talks generally described the discussions as dissatisfying and not influential. Three white students and seven students of color from Harmony (26% of respondents) mentioned Community Talks in their interviews, either spontaneously or in response to the question “Have you attended any diversity-related workshops at Harvard?” Given that the vast majority of students likely did attend given that participation is mandatory and monitored, this low rate of reporting suggests that the conversation did not make a strong impression on participants. In addition, all white students who mentioned the Community Talks expressed dissatisfaction with them, as did two of the students of color.

Even some of those who did mention Community Talks did not remember much. When asked if he had ever attended any diversity-related workshops at Harmony, David, a Chinese American sophomore science major, responded,

In freshman year, we had to go to, I forget what they were called, something talks. They were required….We read some packet, I forgot what was in the reading... I barely... I remember I went to this room, and we had two residential advisors who came in and they led the discussion. I feel like the discussion… didn’t play that major a role in my life because I don’t really remember it.

Some who did recall their participation in Community Talks described the session as feeling forced and having a limited impact on their views. Grace, a Korean American sophomore
majoring in social sciences, remembered the session as “bizarre” and “overdoing it.” She said, I don’t think it really affected me… I just saw how people felt about having to go to this required conversation, and what people were saying about the readings that we had. In general, the attitude was like, “Why do we have to do this? This is really stupid.” And other people were like, “These readings are very loaded… They’re leading us, and it’s very obvious.” Obviously they want us to think a certain way, and because they want us to think a certain way some people will resent that.

Grace identifies the problem with Community Talks as being required, leading students to view them as an imposition—and perhaps even indoctrination. Grace also suggests that even well-intentioned diversity efforts can backfire depending on the implementation.

The university relies on numerous facilitators in order to run the mandatory Community Talks for all first-year students at the same time during a full orientation schedule. This leads to some variation in the race frames that facilitators present. Brianna, a white sophomore majoring in humanities, found her session for Community Talks to be problematically facilitated. Brianna believed that her session’s facilitator was “biased.” She offered the following anecdote as proof, He [told] us this story about how Harmony University police are racist, because he was walking once and he went to go into a building and a police officer asked to see his ID. He made that out to be this horrible thing … And I mean, even so, if that one police officer was racist… it doesn’t mean all Harmony police are racist…. Brianna goes on to say, “I didn’t have any black roommates—but all my other roommates were kind of like, ‘yeah, he’s kind of against white people.’” It may be the case that Brianna expected an integration and celebration approach to the Community Talk, especially since all students were required to participate, while her facilitator may have assumed a power analysis and
minority support approach, without the time to fully develop students’ understandings of how power operates to support racial inequality in American society. In contrast, the voluntary GSPP at Powers is run entirely by students who undergo a minimum of five days of training for the workshop that lasts four full days. This is made possible by having just a small number of the incoming cohort participate.

Overall, then, Community Talks, a campus initiative meant to “promote communication across difference” through an integration approach may not be having the intended impact on students. The integration approach requires that all students participate, but a more extended discussion may not be feasible during an action-packed orientation schedule. Furthermore, some students resented even the 90-minute time period for a discussion of diversity.

In this section we have shown that although Powers and Harmony both host diversity-related workshops for incoming undergraduates, their influence on students is distinct. Powers’s model emphasizes affirmation, solidarity, and resilience-building for students of color. Harmony’s integration and celebration model has the potential to foster campus-wide integration and unity, generally promoting a diversity frame in which race differences are seen as embodying cultural differences to be celebrated. Under this diversity frame, cultural identities are meant to be chosen and optional; in this way, they are ultimately embedded in a cosmopolitan perspective, rather than a pluralist multiculturalism (Hartmann and Gerteis, 2005). On the other hand, Powers’s GSPP seems to have a polarizing effect, such that most participants report profound shifts in their worldviews, improved communication skills for discussing social inequity and injustice, and abilities to build communities across racial lines with other participants, while many non-participants express strong opposition to the program, which they feel segregates student friendship circles by race and reifies racial differences. In the same vein,
at Harmony, students looked back at their orientation Community Talks with ambivalence, many forgetting what had transpired in those short sessions. Many of those who remembered, resented the compulsory aspect of the discussions, and some wished for better facilitation.

**Campus Centers**

Another way in which students engaged with diversity-related issues on an institutional level was through campus centers—specifically Powers’s Center for the Global South (CGS) and the Harmony Bureau for Cross-racial Understanding. Both centers are well-known on their respective campuses, with 53% of Powers interviewees bringing up the CGS in their interviews (12 of 15 students of color and 8 of 23 white students) and 38% of Harmony students discussing the Bureau in their interviews (9 of 16 students of color and 6 of 23 white students).

Both centers offer an array of programming throughout the year. The Harmony Bureau, for example, not only supports residential programming, described above, but also puts on a number of small and large events each year on the Harmony campus that focus primarily on celebrating intercultural communication and understanding, such as a visual arts exhibit, and a cultural festival including food and performance that is one of the largest events on campus each year. Harmony’s integration and celebration approach is most visible in the work of the Harmony Bureau. Meanwhile, Powers’s CGS claims a four-part mission, including three goals related to supporting minority students and their community impact, and one related to increasing social awareness on campus and in society. As such, the CGS focuses on events that recognize the heritage of minority students and particular cultural groups through a program series focused on Latinos, multiracials, Asian/Asian Americans, blacks and Native Americans. The other flagship programming at the CGS includes the Global South Pre-orientation Program (GSPP), as well as the Student of Color Peer Counselor program (SCPC), both described above.
As with students’ experiences in diversity-related workshops, experiences differ greatly between the two campuses. In this case, Powers students were again divided on their assessments of the CGS, with some criticizing the center and others describing transformative experiences, while Harmony students tended to praise the intercultural efforts of the Harmony Bureau.

*Powers’s Center for Global South: A Controversial Power Analysis and Minority Support Role*

Among Powers students who mentioned the CGS in their interviews, students of color were likeliest to unequivocally praise the center (7 of 13 students), including naming it as a support for students of color on campus, while white students were likelier to express ambivalence about the center, noting that it served as a support for students of color but excluded white students (4 of 7 students). Many of these views were shared in the section above on orientation programming in the GSPP section. Primary points of praise for the CGS included that it served as a support for students of color and promoted understanding across cultures, while those who critiqued the center argued that it was a source of divisions among students.

Among those who praised the CGS as a means by which Powers actively supports students of color and promotes multiculturalism was Sarah, a white social science major. Sarah had this to say about the CGS, “[Powers has] the CGS, which encourages multiculturalism and minority groups to make their mark on campus and to also connect with one another and share similar experiences and backgrounds to create a more comfortable environment.” Susan, a black junior who had served as a Student of Color Peer Counselor (SCPC) shared this view,

I do a lot of work with the CGS and that’s sort of all about bringing people of diverse backgrounds together. So I think multiculturalism and diversity is really stressed at Powers, especially in that space. But Powers is also a predominantly white institution and sometimes it’s surprising how few people of color there are in certain places.
Both Sarah’s and Susan’s comments suggest a need for understanding the particular, sometimes challenging, position of students of color at predominantly white institutions, taking into consideration the historical absence of minority students and faculty at institutions like Powers. Both also see the CGS as serving as a necessary support for such students. This power analysis and minority support approach recognizes the difference in power and visibility between white and minority students on campus, and consequently the need to have minority-specific supports in place to contravene those differences.

Conversely, others argued that the CGS has done more to promote racial division than cross-cultural understanding. Some students commented that the focus on race and racism is misplaced because, for example, “I really don’t see any racism on campus. And I think that the amount of focus that’s being paid to it is kind of disproportionate.” This student, Jeff, a white math major, said of the SCPC program that is run through the CGS, “I do see some inherent classism at Powers and I feel like it would be better if the role of the SCPC evolved to focus more on that.” Students like Jeff preferred an integration and celebration approach to diversity, claiming that racial inequality is driven exclusively by class inequality.

Some students claimed that CGS programming is aimed only at students of color and therefore a divisive force on campus. For example, Sarah, the white social science major quoted above, explained,

I think a lot of kids take issue with perceived self-segregation [of the CGS]. They say, “Well I understand why it was created in the ‘60s and the ‘70s to promote more acceptance, diversity, and solidarity. But now, shouldn’t the campus just be open? And if you’re creating these programs for only one group of people, isn’t that out of necessity creating division?”…I think the emphasis should be less on sort of solidarity and
creating the separation, but rather… sharing one’s culture or background…. 

Like Sarah, many white students believed that the structure of the CGS prevented it from 
benefitting white students, which contravened their diversity frame for understanding race on 
campus. In other words, because of the emphasis on supporting ethnic and racial identities, the 
lack of focus on integration left white students feeling like they had few avenues to engage 
students of color on diversity-related issues. This left them frustrated, perhaps in part because the 
dominant ideology in higher education emphasizes the educational value of diversity on campus 
for all students, yet the students perceived the CGS to separate white students from their minority 
peers. Contributing to the feeling of exclusion is the space allocation of the CGS. Jenny, an 
Asian American and white biracial student, said, 

…upstairs they have a room for every minority. They have a room for African 
Americans, a room for Hispanics, and a room for Asians. And that doesn’t sit well with a 
lot of people here. 

Although Jenny is biracial, this kind of critique came most frequently from white students.\textsuperscript{13} The 
sentiments they express suggest that they are uncomfortable with and opposed to the perceived 
segregation of the CGS’s structure—much like the critiques of the GSPP orientation program—
in spite of their awareness that all students are welcome to attend CGS events and to utilize the 
space. Furthermore, they suggest that many white students would prefer that the CGS focus more 
on racial and ethnic \textit{integration} rather than on activities that, as they perceive it, \textit{segregate} the 
student body. That is, they might prefer an integration and celebration approach.

\textsuperscript{13}It may be unsurprising that the students of color who tended to level this critique of the CGS 
identified as biracial. Smith and Moore (2000) find that biracial college students may feel more 
social distance from and less closeness with their mono-racial peers of color.
In stark contrast to Powers students’ discussion of the CGS, almost all Harmony students praised the work of the Harmony Bureau as one way the university supports multiculturalism. When discussing ways in which diversity has enhanced life on campus, a number of students discussed Unity Fest, the largest student-run event at Harmony each year, which is sponsored by the Harmony Bureau and run by Bureau student interns. Unity Fest includes a performance showcase where students dance, play music, and perform martial arts from various cultural heritages. The day-long event also includes a food festival as well as performance showcases.

One student who praised Unity Fest was Tim, a white sophomore social science major. When asked how diversity has enhanced life at Harmony, Tim replied, “There’s cultural shows and events that people from different backgrounds throw that the WASPy culture of yesteryear definitely would not…have been exposed to. I think that’s good.” He spoke specifically about Unity Fest, “I think it’s good. It exposes people to what the real world is like.” In Tim’s view, that students can see others engaged in cultural performances gives a glimpse into the “real world.” Other students enjoyed the food festival component of Unity Fest. Thomas, one such student, a white sophomore studying science, said, “Unity Fest was a lot of different ethnic groups’ food, and that was great because I love food. It was stuff I’d never had before.”

Only one student, Jeremy, a white senior humanities major, offered a view that was explicitly critical of Unity Fest, which in his view was an “empty gesture.” We asked Jeremy if he sees evidence of multiculturalism at Harmony,

Not really. I see people trying, but a lot of the things they do to try are clearly very empty gestures. Like, they’ll have shows…like Unity Fest, for example….So they have all the different cultural organizations put on their little dances for everyone and, like, “Oh, look
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how wonderful culture at Harmony is!” But…it strikes me as empty mannerisms adopted
to give one a sense of belonging in a place that’s actually very homogenous.

Jeremy’s views are in direct contradiction with Tim’s: where the former saw “empty gestures,”
the latter saw the “real world” through Unity Fest. Jeremy’s views were, however, anomalous
among our participants.

Whereas one of the criticisms of the CGS by Powers students was its divisiveness,
multiple Harmony students explicitly offered the view that Unity Fest actually works to bring
communities together. To illustrate this point, Genevieve, a white social science major, said,

Unity Fest is sponsored by the Harmony Bureau, rather than a specific ethnic group. So I
think that’s a good example of where the existence of ethnic-specific groups really does
foster a collective appreciation for diversity….There’s a thousand people who come, and
you get to see the South African dance team…and the Irish step dancers. All the groups
perform together on one stage. So for me, that’s a beautiful and a powerful picture of the
tremendous artistic creativity that every one of these minority groups brings to America.

Genevieve emphasizes the expanded perspective she gains through diverse encounters, and she
embraces the integration and celebration approach of Unity Fest.

Considering Genevieve’s view, it is interesting to note the differences in approach of the
CGS and the Harmony Bureau. The key CGS programming focuses on having students engage
in discussions about societal issues such as racism and classism, whereas the Harmony Bureau’s
key programming focuses on cross-cultural exchange through the arts. Our data suggest that
students generally and white students specifically are more comfortable engaging with the latter
as opposed to the former. On one hand, this may speak to the transformative power of the arts in
terms of crossing racial and cultural boundaries. At the same time, it is also possible that the arts
are a more appealing venue for students as they are not necessarily forced to directly confront social disparities. Though many Harmony students noted that they appreciated the glimpse of diversity that the Harmony Bureau provides through Unity Fest, few mentioned that attending the event significantly impacted their views. Conversely, our Powers participants, while divided about the role of the CGS, were engaged in debates about diversity on campus and in society, questioning systemic inequality, given the presence and activities of the center. Both uniting students through multicultural events and engaging them in serious debates about issues of diversity can play important roles in students’ experiences of campus diversity. However, as we have shown in this section, the differing approaches of campus centers at Harmony and Powers have different impacts on ultimately shaping students views.

**Discussion**

Our findings have shown that well beyond the numbers and basic institutional structures, seemingly similar universities in terms of demographic measures of diversity can have different influences on students. Powers’s power analysis and minority support approach leads to a strong community among students of color who take part in activities sponsored by the CGS and a social justice frame for understanding race among those students, as well as a heightened awareness of race. Students engage, head-on, complex questions of race, inequality, and social justice. This has benefits especially for students of color, many of whom gain a critical perspective on their own socially-situated experiences and the unequal institutional structures in the United States today. On the other hand, this approach’s emphasis on racial identities draws attention to, and may exacerbate differences between, minority and white students, and sometimes alienates white students, who feel excluded from the dialogue and community this approach engenders.
Harmony employs a different model—integration and celebration—which focuses on commonalities across groups in order to build solidarity across racial lines, and promotes a diversity frame on race among students, including all students in conversations and celebrations about diversity. The university thus avoids activities that might draw attention to and reinforce racial separation, and instead focuses on building unity, with a cosmopolitan approach. By doing so, this approach may provide less space for students to critically engage questions of inequality, racial discrimination, and power at a deep level. While an integration and celebration approach will view some initiatives as divisive, the power analysis and minority support approach is less concerned with campus division.

Our interviews suggest that these two approaches result in different campus experiences for students. Harmony undergraduates overall report less dramatic changes in their perspectives on diversity and multiculturalism through their campus experiences during orientation and campus diversity centers compared to Powers undergraduates, even while Harmony’s orientation workshop is mandatory, and the campus center focuses on drawing in students of all backgrounds. The integration and celebration approach shows promise because the university is not manufacturing a crisis in terms of diversity issues on campus, but at the same time the university may not get at some of the real issues that need addressing and student identities that need affirming in a majority culture, elite environment. On the other hand, the power analysis and minority support approach may lead many white students to experience frustration and dissatisfaction with a perceived polarizing effect of diversity-related programming and institutions. The benefits of this approach can be juxtaposed with the cost of the divisiveness that some of the programming creates.

Overall, the findings above show that a qualitative approach can help to elucidate the
mechanisms by which seemingly similar practices in educational institutions—like orientation events and diversity-related centers—can have important differences in impact based on the details of those practices. Our qualitative approach extends the findings of survey-based research analyzing how and when interracial interactions on an individual level and overall on campus influence students’ perspectives on racial difference, by demonstrating the importance of understanding the campus approach to diversity. Further, we show how institutions can shape the race frames that individuals embedded in those institutions hold—hence we demonstrate the malleability of race frames. The findings resonate with research by Kalev and her colleagues (2006) that shows the kinds of diversity-related activities in which businesses engage have a strong influence on whether or not those activities are associated with organizational change.

More generally, our findings contribute to the literature on the socializing influence of higher education by demonstrating the power of residential, elite higher education institutions to shape students’ perspectives on diversity. We highlight two different approaches to cultures of diversity on similar campuses. Through our qualitative, cross-institution analysis, we are able to unpack the ways that campus diversity programming shapes both race relations on campus and students’ race frames.

Finally, although most of the literature on multiculturalism emphasizes national-level models for dealing with diversity in society and how these vary across national borders (for example, see Brubaker, 2001; Joppke, 2004), we demonstrate a case of different practices around diversity within the same national context and between similar universities. This suggests that institutions—specifically, in our case, higher education institutions—have an important role to play in developing their students’ frames around diversity, inequality, and group identities.

As universities consider diversity-related programming, it is important to keep these two
models in mind. It may be the case that not all diversity-related goals and outcomes, as measured by previous research, are compatible. If this is the case, then universities need to carefully deliberate on which goals they are furthering in diversity-related programming. How, then, can other universities learn from these two elite universities? The answer to this question depends on institutional goals. If a university seeks to implement strategies for developing self-confidence, solidarity, and resilience among students of color, it should draw from the power analysis and minority support model. On the other hand, if a campus is concerned with campus division between white students and students of color, it should draw from the integration and celebration model. Still, the real challenge, we contend, is to develop a model that can incorporate both of these worthy goals. Both students of color and white students need to think deeply and critically about racial inequality, discrimination, social justice, and power. They both also need to develop tools for engagement and dialogue across racial lines, in order to fully take advantage of their deliberately racially integrated campuses. Perhaps one model for this is Gurin and her colleagues’ (2013) model of intergroup dialogue, which integrates social psychological research suggesting that intergroup harmony requires downplaying group identities or shifting group identities (for example, from racial identities to dorm identities) with Tajfel’s (1974) argument that strong group identities can be a basis for social change and hence are important and necessary. Future research should analyze this work for its impact on race relations on campus and for student understandings of inequality.
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